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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ALFRED K. SIMMONS, 

a‘ citizen of the United. States, resident of 
Faribault, in the county of Rice, State of 
Minnesota, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Dental Posts, of 
which the following is a speci?cation. 
This invention relates to dental posts em 

ployed in connection with arti?cial teeth or 
crowns which are employed to effect the re 
placement of extracted or decayed teeth that 
can not be ?lled. Dental posts are employed 
in conjunction with natural tooth roots or in 
conjunction withthe present vulcanite or 
metal plates or on ?xed or removable 
‘bridges. } 

The ‘particular form here-in disclosed is 
that set fort-h in applicant’s prior co-pend 
ing application Serial Number 584,115 filed 
August 9/4, 19229 of which this application 
is divisional. These artificial teeth or 
crowns are usually formed of porcelain or 
similar materials and they are secured in 
place by means of posts and interlocking at 
tachment made of precious or sen'ii-precious 
metals commonly employed in dentistry. 
Among the advantages residing in the em 
ployment of this novel tooth-fastening are 
the use of less metal and more porcelain7 the 
use of solidly instead of thinly constructed 
porcelain teeth or crowns, and the occlusal 
surfaces of the teeth may be of porcelain in 
stead of gold. Further, the tooth may be 
accurately adapted to the root or other ?x 
ture by grinding to effect an accurate union 
between the ?xture and the crown; and, as 
the crown is cemented to the post. there is 
afforded an interchangeability and replace 
ability. ’ 

The object therefore of this invention is 
to provide an improved dental post. 
_ Other objects of the invention will more 
fully appear from the following description 
and the accompanying drawings and will be 
pointed out in the annexed claims. 
In the accompanying drawings there has 

been disclosed a structure designed to carry 
out the objects of the invention, but it is to 
be understood that the invention is not con 
?ned to the exact features shown as various 
changes may be made within the scope of 
the claims which follow. 
Tn the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a view in side elevation of the 

novel post; 1 

Figure 2 is a plan view of ‘the same; and ‘ 
Figure 3 is a view in side elevation‘ of ‘the 

post taken at right angles to that shown ‘in 
Figure 1. 

It is old in this art to ‘implant posts in. ap 
ertures drilled into ‘the roots of natural 
teeth or formed in dental plates, and i't'is 
also old in this art to secure crowns ‘to such 
implanted posts. This invention more par 
ticularly resides in the fastening means 
whereby the arti?cial teeth or crowns are 
held in position and this divisional case 
more speci?cally relates to such posts‘which 
‘are provided with a forked or bifurcated 
portion. 
The novel form of post here shown is‘ 

preferably of a suitable metal and is up 
wardly or inwardly tapered to facilitate its 
introduction into the recess or recesses pro 
vided in either a natural root or a‘ dental 
plate or ?xture. It has two forks .4 and 5 
which are oined. at the union (3. The forks 
are each preferably formed with corruga 
tions 7 which extend transversely of the 
forks. Such shoulders or corrugations are 
conveniently formed by casting or by suc 
cessively cutting away portions of the forks 
to provide individually tapered sections. 
each terminating in a shoulder. Each fork 
is substantially rounded along its major por 
tion while the spaced opposed faces of the 
complementary forks are flat. The round 
ing outer portions of these preferably ta 
pered forks facilitates insertion of the post 
in position within either a forked or single 
recess. When these forks are embedded in 
the usual cement in the recessed mounting, 
the angularly edged ?at faces effectually pre 
vent axial rotation of the post while the out 
wardly presented shoulders resist any tend~ 
ency to removal. 
This novel post is preferably provided 

with a collar 8 which may be located at the 
union of the forks and may be integral 
therewith. An advantageous shape of this 
collar is an angular one, However, it is 
preferred to avoid sharp. angles at the cor 
ners of the collar as suggested in the draw 
ings. The collar is adapted to be secured 
within a suitably shaped crown or similar 
article and the angular form prevents the 
disastrous rotation of the crown and result 
ant displacement of its occlusal surface with 
relation to the axis of the post when secured 
in operative position. The peripheral por 
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.pletely peripheral groove. 

tion of the collar may be provided with a 
groove such as the groove 9 which is here 
shown as sectional and not as a single com 

Each groove ex 
tends from a portion of one face or edge 
along the angled junction with the other 
face and a short distance along such adja 
cent face. These grooves are used in effect 
ing the above-mentioned interlocking at 
tachment of teeth or crowns by means of the 
precious or semi-precious metals commonly 
employed in dentistry. It is common in 

I the practice of dentistry to connect adjacent 
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teeth or dental crowns by means of such 
casting metals and the grooves 9 provided in 
this novel post are adapted for the reception 
,of'a portion of the casting metal in order 
to aid in securing-a retentive interlocking 
attachment. 
The end portion of this post which is 

adapted to be received within'a suitably 
shaped recess in a crown or similar article 
may be termed the outer portion and it is 
here shown as provided with a preferably 
integral terminal means or abutment 11. 
This abutment is shown as bifurcated, the 
space between the bifurcations 12 and 13 
beingv substantially V-shaped. This outer 
portion, as shown in Figure 1, preferably 
has its sides adjacent the forks, outwardly 
tapered or ?aring so that, when this portion 
is embedded within cement, within a crown 
for example, the tapered side will tend to 
resist removal. _ ' r 

This novel post, While valuablefor use 
with various natural roots, plates or other 
bases, is particularly useful for natural roots 
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of the bifurcated type wherein one fork may 
be implanted in each root bifurcation. 
Having thus described my invention what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters-Patent, is: 

l. The combination of a dental post hav 
ing a pair of inner forked portions, each 
having a plurality of transverse corruga 
tions,'the corrugated forked portions being 
adapted to be secured within a recess or 
pair of recesses, and a collar on the post 
adjacent the union of the forked portions 
and adapted to be secured within a suitably 
shaped crown or similar article. 

2. The combination of a forked dental 
post adapted to be secured in a recess or 
recesses, a bifurcated abutment projecting 
from the fork union in a direction opposite " 
to that of the forks, the bifurcations of the 
abutment being upon the same sides of the 
post as the forks, and the abutment being 
adapted to be secured within a suitably 
shaped crown or similar article. 

3. The combination of a forked dental 
post adapted to be secured in a recess or 
recesses, a bifurcated abutment projecting 
from the fork union in a direction opposite 
to that of the forks, the bifurcations of the 
abutment being upon the same sides of the 
post as the forks and being ada ted to be 
secured within a suitably shape crown or 
similar article, the bifurcations of the abut 
ment being elongated transversely of the 
plane of the longitudinal axes of the forks. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set 

my hand this 4th day of January, 1924. 
ALFRED K. SIMMONS. 
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